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Vegetarian Options

Night & Drinks

Brekfast

Dinner

Lunch

Gulli Bistrot
ALJEZUR

On the main road 4km south of Aljezur, this looks like a standard driver’s
lunch stop until you enter and discover a handsome modern interior
and a menu of not just pizzas but rather innovative, quality Mediterranean staples using excellent ingredients. There are various degustation
options, so kick back, order some wine, designate a driver and enjoy.

Sabor ’Arte
ALJEZUR

Created by 5 friends from the region, Sabor’Arte is a young and modern
space near by the new church of Aljezur.
Here you will try some excellent tapas with the local fresh flavors

O Sargo

MONTE CLÉRIGO

Overlooking the beach of Monte Clérigo, Sargo was reborn in 2017 after
renovation works that totally transformed the space. With a modern and
airy decoration, the restaurant bets on a variety of snacks and dishes
with many fresh and healthy options.

Arte Bianca

VALE DA TELHA / ALJEZUR

The real Italian pizza experience!
With lots of variety of pizzas, there are also some appetizers such as
cheese and sausage boards, bruschetta, focaccias and salads.
From Italia to the world.
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Restaurante da Praia
PRAIA DA ARRIFANA

Praia da Arrifana is one of the most emblematic beaches of Aljezur and
all of Algarve, and offers a wide variety of flavors. In this restaurant your
meal has a special charm because the stunning view and the sea aromas
are part of the seasoning.

Sector B

VALE DA TELHA

In Hamburgaria Sector B you will find homemade hamburgers made
with local products and with the highest quality and freshness. In a
warm and modern atmosphere, enjoy homemade burgers, cakes and
freshly prepared drinks and enjoy our beautiful sunset.

La Sardinha
VALE DA TELHA

Caribbean Food, Juices and Bar, South America’s traditional food adding
typical ingredients from Algarve Region, perfect for vegetarians or meat
lovers, offering special house cocktails, Brunch and Music on Sundays
and special night events during the weekend.

Varzea
ALJEZUR

+info coming soon
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Moagem
ALJEZUR

Discover the pleasure of being nurtured by authentic food: nourishing,
delicious, vibrant and full of life! Fresh and healthy ingredients, preferably biological and local: respect the needs of the body and well being of
our community and planet.

La Preferida
ALJEZUR

Since 2016, La Preferida Peruvian Food, celebrates the sea and Peruvian
culture through their cuisine and of course, their drinks like pisco sour.
Enjoy your meal in a quiet and relaxed atmosphere.
A beautiful and tastful escape from the busiest restaurants.

O Paulo
ARRIFANA

The O Paulo restaurant is situated on top of the cliff, right next to the
Forte da Arrifana and is overlooking the sea, the fresh fish, the alive
seafood and the meat of first quality make the flavors unique and hardly
imitable. The presentation is simple but exquisite, because the eyes are
the first to taste.

Shabouco
VALE FIGUEIRAS

On the road to Vale do Figueiras beach, the stop in this restaurant is
mandatory. Before or after the beach, enjoy delicious pizzas or traditional Portuguese dishes made with fresh and local products.
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Sea You Surf Café
ARRIFANA

See You is a small, friendly, surfer-style cafe near by the Arrifana beach.
There are many healthy snacks available, including various sandwiches
and wraps, delicious smoothies and juices.

Oceano
ARRIFANA

In the popular beach town of Arrifana, and with a spectacular sea view to
boot, Oceano feel llike a genuine Portuguese restaurant: excellent food
and super service. If you are looking for a non tourist place to eat near
by the beach, this is the place!

